Parking Guidelines

**Patient parking . . .**

The Brain and Mind Institute holds 4 parking tags for patients who require parking when visiting the Natural Sciences Centre to be tested in a research study or exercise. These parking tags are available to sign out at the BMI reception desk for BMI patients only. All parking tags must be visibly displayed on the front dash of the vehicle and immediately returned at the end of the scheduled appointment.

**Where to park . . .**

Please refer to the enclosed Campus Map for permitted parking locations. All handicap marked spots require *MTO* or *UWO Accessible* permits, in addition to the BMI Parking Tag for patients. The only exception is the Patient parking spot outside the Natural Sciences Centre, where just a BMI patient parking tag is required.

**Parking ticket issued . . . .**

If a parking ticket is issued to a BMI patient, the BMI receptionist must be informed right away whether in person, emailed at dsoanes4@uwo.ca or by calling 519-661-2111 ext. 86057. As well, the contact person for the research test must be notified upon return of the BMI parking tag.

**Temporary parking arrangements . . . .**

Temporary parking outside the Natural Sciences Centre may be requested to accommodate media, moving equipment, and so forth. All requests must be submitted to the BMI receptionist at dsoanes4@uwo.ca or by calling 519-661-2111 ext. 86057, at least 24 hours in advance.
Welcome to Western

1. Welcome Centre booths
2. Emergency Phone
3. Barrier-free (accessible) meters
4. Visitor parking lot

See detailed parking maps for additional visitor parking at meters and pay & display areas.

- Student housing
- Off-campus buildings
- housing Western facilities

BMI Patient Parking with MTO Permit
BMI Patient Parking

If a parking ticket is issued, please inform the BMI receptionist immediately. As well, please see the contact person who arranged the visit when returning the BMI Parking Tag.